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And if you'd been born in...?

What if you'd been born somewhere else? Do you ever think about this? If you'd been raised in Turkey, or in Malaysia? In
Ecuador, or in Iceland?
Kids in Eritrea grow up eating berbere, a fiery, brick-red spice mix. By the time they can toddle, they've swept their fingers
through mouth-tingling stews countless times, bringing the bold flavors of their native land to their lips without batting
an eye.
In the U.S., we wean our children onto what -- rice cereal? Sweet, pureed squash? Bland Cheerios? I'm not slamming
American cuisine, but I do often wonder what impact geography plays in child-rearing practices, culinary and otherwise.
(Have you seen the documentary Babies? You should.)
Maria Speck was raised by a Greek mother and a German father, and she spent her childhood in both countries. (Her last
name actually means "bacon" in German.) Her new cookbook, Ancient Grains for Modern Meals (Ten Speed Press,
2011), is a beautiful collection of recipes inspired by her upbringing, and by the Mediterranean whole grain foods she has
enjoyed throughout her life. While the book, recently honored by the New York Times, swells with information on grains
across the spectrum -- everything from barley and millet to bulgur, buckwheat, and amaranth -- Speck avoids dogma and
instead offers readers sheer joy and enthusiasm. Hello, Dark Chocolate Muesli. Hi, Saffron Waffles with Orange Cream.
Where've you been my whole life?
Oh. You were in the Mediterranean while I was sucking down Chex in suburban New York.
Forget, almost, that whole grains are healthful. Speck focuses instead on how their textures and flavors sing, a fact that
often gets short shrift in our "if it's good for you, it tastes bad, and if it's bad for you, it tastes good" fun-house culture.
This woman speaks my language.
Which is kind of funny, since I speak neither German nor Greek.
...
Recipe for Dark Chocolate Muesli with hazelnuts
From Ancient Grains for Modern Meals by Maria Speck (Ten Speed Press, 2011), with only the slightest and most
insignificant of modifications
I've already made four recipes from this book, but this muesli, due to its decadent ingredients list and very short cook time,
was one of the first to catch my attention. Adjust the amount of chocolate and the brown sugar to your own palate.
1/4 cup dried dates
1/2 to 1 tablespoon (packed) brown sugar
2 cups old-fashioned rolled oats
1/4 cup chopped, toasted hazelnuts
1/4 cup dried blueberries or raisins (I used diced apricots)
2 to 2-1/2 ounces very dark chocolate (70% cacao), chopped into small bits
1-1/2 to 2 tablespoons (unsweetened) Dutch-process cocoa powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon

Pinch of sea salt
Stir together dates and brown sugar in a small bowl. Combine the remaining ingredients in a large bowl and then stir in
the date mixture.
For each serving, combine 1/2 cup milk and 1/2 cup muesli, and microwave on high for 45 seconds. Or, heat 1/2 cup milk
in a small saucepan, remove from the heat, add 1/2 cup muesli, cover, and let stand for 1 minute. Serve.
***Three more sample recipes from the book are also online here. I highly recommend the Artichoke-Rosemary Tart,
which I served at a dinner party to great raves. It makes a beautiful first course.
You might also like:
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Comments
Amanda@Easy Peasy Organic said...
Cheryl, I absolutely MUST have this cookbook. This is precisely the reason I travel, watch cooking/travel shows, and read
your blog. My white-bread Iowa upbringing doesn't have to define my whole life. (But sometimes it's nice to have guiding
recipes, too ;) )
Reply June 27, 2011 at 05:02 PM
Cheryl said in reply to Amanda@Easy Peasy Organic...
You will love this book. I only wish I'd taken photos of the other dishes I'd made, too. The artichoke tart was a knockout,
and the cinnamony bulgur thing with fried nuts was insanely good, and the easiest last-minute side dish ever. (I ate all
the leftovers for breakfast the next day with brown sugar.)
Iowa, eh? I didn't know this about you!
Reply June 28, 2011 at 05:30 PM
lauren@spicedplate said...
What a lovely cookbook. I've gazed at it in the cookbook store here in Portland, Maine, and was pleased, as a glutenintolerant individual, at what was inside. I love that she "avoids dogma" and instead "spreads enthusiasm" -- just what a
good cookbook should do!
Thanks for sharing this muesli recipe!

Reply June 27, 2011 at 05:05 PM
Cheryl said in reply to lauren@spicedplate...
Next time you're in that bookstore settle in for a while. There's a ricotta millet pudding with raspberry compote in the book
that (unless I'm mistaken) must be gluten-free, and it sounds quite amazing.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 05:34 PM
purabi naha said...
Your photos look just great and I am definitely intrigued! Loved your collection of recipes and everything about this blog.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 02:38 AM
Cheryl said in reply to purabi naha...
I blush.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 05:34 PM
jess white said...
lovely. absolutely gorgeous shots! would love to eat this right now!
Reply June 28, 2011 at 04:55 AM
Cheryl said in reply to jess white...
!
Reply June 28, 2011 at 05:34 PM
Jennifer said...
If I had been born somewhere where the people don't eat granola in the morning it would be heart-breaking. I am so
addicted to the stuff. I'm actually working my way through a bowl of parfait as I type...
Reply June 28, 2011 at 05:26 AM
Cheryl said in reply to Jennifer...
There are worse things to be addicted to than granola. I shall list some of them below for your reading pleasure:
1. fried dough
2. meth
3. take 5 candy bars (i steal them every year from my kids' halloween buckets)
4. plastic surgery
5. internet porn
And with that, I absolve you.
The end.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 05:39 PM
amee said in reply to Cheryl...
That was awesome.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 06:58 AM
Amanda said...
Simple but decadent recipe. I've been eyeing this cookbook for a while.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 08:09 AM
Cheryl said in reply to Amanda...
Then you're on the cutting edge. It's only been out for 2 months.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:31 PM
Sonja said...
Geography does play a role in child-rearing practices, I am from Slovak Republic (previously known as Czechoslovakia),
but my son was born in Vancouver/Canada, from early on he was introduced to european foods/dishes and not just
eastern european, he traveled with me to several countries in Europe, but he is north american and even if I am doing a

majority of the cooking at home and not just eastern dishes, I like a variety and cook anything and everything he "leans"
certain way..........that said Cheryl I have this wonderfull book at home, very pleasurable and like you said, focuses on
how awsome & tasty these little things are.........
Reply June 28, 2011 at 08:41 AM
Cheryl said in reply to Sonja...
Is it weird that I kind of want to be your son? (OK, I can tell the answer to that question is already yes.) It sounds like he's
experiencing a great culinary upbringing.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:32 PM
Rebecca Richmond said...
Yum. The musli recipe just might be the cure to my breakfast doldrums. Can't wait to make a batch!
Reply June 28, 2011 at 11:38 AM
Cheryl said in reply to Rebecca Richmond...
Chocolate before lunch definitely spices things up.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:33 PM
Cheryl Arkison said...
One of the highlights (and they're weren't many) of our time in Mexico a few years back was that my Evil Genius' first
foods were chayote and avocado from a farm stand we found.
This looks like a fantastic book!
Reply June 28, 2011 at 01:42 PM
Cheryl said in reply to Cheryl Arkison...
I don't what's better: the fact that you refer to your daughter as Evil Genius, or the fact that one of her first foods was
chayote, a food I still haven't worked with myself.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:34 PM
NoPotCooking said...
This sounds like a great book. I really want to expand the grains I use.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 04:18 PM
Cheryl said in reply to NoPotCooking...
And voila.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:34 PM
sweet road said...
this looks like a book I really need to invest in!
Reply June 28, 2011 at 08:04 PM
Cheryl said in reply to sweet road...
Need is a strong word, but who am I to question your needs?
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:35 PM
Anne Marie said...
I am certain I will love this book too. Like pretty much everyone else in the universe, I love Kim Boyce's book from last year
(which, funny enough, I heard about first from you regarding muesli also). When I fed my first kiddo solid foods, I
remember his Russian daycare providers warning me not to do rice cereal, anything beans, or....red things?! I ended up
doing oatmeal. Like you, however, I did a bunch of research on other cultures first foods. I am Italian and most mothers
begin with vegetable and fruit purees, like soup and work up to starch by adding little stelline pasta. Some Northern
Indian cultures apparently start with different dals. So interesting. I have to catch up on your Mexico posts, BTW, but the
photos bespeak of a fantastic trip.
Reply June 28, 2011 at 10:15 PM

Cheryl said in reply to Anne Marie...
You're right; I did go crazy for Kim's muesli. I guess I have a breakfast problem... I like it ever so much.
And the mere mention of stelline somehow makes my heart flutter, even though I am not Italian. I just like the idea of a
pasta shape that seems tailor-made for wee ones. Like alphabet pasta. Do they even still make that?
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:39 PM
Lana said in reply to Cheryl...
I still buy stelline for my girls, even though they are pre-teens:) And I am sure I have seen the alphabet pasta somewhere (I
have to admit that I bring pouches of dehidrated alphabet pasta soup from Serbia every time I come back to the States:)
Reply July 03, 2011 at 04:14 PM
amee said...
i like your saffron waffle photo. a little fancy for me when I'm accustomed to bagels and coffee. even with my indian roots,
i'm not inclined to reach into my spice cabinet in the a.m....except cinnamon...cinnamon doesn't count as adventurous.
but i will say that what indian people eat in india for breakfast is like the equivalent of funnel cakes and doritos...but to
your point, it is laced with saffron, cardamom, ...and a heart attack waiting to happen (thanks to a friend called Ghee)
Reply June 29, 2011 at 07:03 AM
Cheryl said in reply to amee...
For some people, cinnamon might actually count as adventurous. You never know.
When we lived in Eritrea, we fed some local friends American-style chili. They couldn't get over the texture of the ground
meat, which they found the weirdest thing they'd ever experienced. And then when we fed them Samoas girl scout cookies
for dessert (we'd gotten them in a care package), they kept spitting out the bits of coconut.
Different strokes, different folks. Cinnamon may be old hat to you, but to someone else it could be totally exotic.
Reply June 29, 2011 at 09:42 PM
Winnie said...
This muesli looks amazing, and I think I must have this book (I keep swearing off the purchase of any more cookbooks,
but somehow I still keep buying them...)
Reply July 01, 2011 at 05:17 AM
Bunny from Couleur Nature said...
Love this recipe. . .anything to get my kids to eat more grains without pushing away from the table. . .
Reply July 05, 2011 at 02:58 PM
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